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Recently several authors have studied Rees Rings %(I) = Ona0 I” and 
form rings Gr(Z) = !R(Z)/Z!R(Z) = @n>,,Zn/Zn+’ of particular ideals Z of a 
noetherian ring R. The most important motivation to look at these rings is of 
geometric nature, namely, to study the local structure of conormal cones, 
blow-up and their exceptional divisors. To be explicit recall that for an 
algebraic variety V and an ideal Y of its structure sheaf @, the conormal 
cone of X is given by the scheme Spec(Gr(X)), whereas the blow-up of V 
at Y is defined by Bly(Y) = Proj(%(X)) +tiv,,p V. The exceptional fiber (or 
divisor) w;,$(V(S)) =: I, of the blow-up is given by Proj(Gr(Y)). 
Therefore Spec(%(cP)) (resp. Spec(Gr(X)) is the atTine (or projecting) cone 
over Bl,(,P), resp. g,(X). So, looking at !R(.Y) and at G&Y) means to 
study arithmetic properties of the projective V-varieties Bl,(.Y) and s,(Y). 
The simplest case is the one in which 4 is locally generated by regular 
sequences, as then Spec(Gr(cP)) fibers locally trivial over V(4). This result 
(whose ring-theoretic version is given by Rees [ 191) is of fundamental 
significance. So it is not astonishing that the only really specific results on 
m(Z) and Gr(Z) have been obtained for such pairs Z c R which closely imitate 
the situation of a complete intersection in a Cohen-Macaulay (CM) ring. 
From this point of view the basic case is the situation studied by Valla 
[20], where R is a CM-ring and Z is a power of an ideal generated by a 
regular sequence (due to the Veronese embeddings %(Zh) 4 R(Z) the case 
where Z is generated by a regular sequence is fundamental). An essential step 
towards more generality has been made by Huneke [ 151, where Z is assumed 
to be only generated by a so called d-sequence. Most recently, Herzog et al. 
[ 13) obtained new essential results in this direction, even under weaker 
assumptions on I. 
On the other side, in a much more special situation Goto and Shimoda [ 71 
get very specific results, which-among other things-allow one to charac- 
terize those local rings (R, m), for which m(Z) is CM whenever Z is generated 
by a system of parameters. Recently Schenzel [ 171 generalized this result in 
an interesting direction, which relates to the methods of [ 151. 
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Our philosophy is to study cases which are halfway between [ 13-15 1 on 
the one side and [7, 17, 201 on the other side. So, we essentially deal with 
ideals generated by some special d-sequences (the sequences we call 
permutable standard sequences [3] in local rings). On the other hand we are 
more general as the basic concepts in the second group. 
The class of blow-up we study seems to be interesting as it allows one to 
prove very specific results. For example, we may calculate explicitly the 
local cohomology modules of q(I) and Gr(1) in the range of finiteness 
[3, (5.1)], so we know the (relative) Serre-cohomology of the corresponding 
blow-up and its exceptional divisor. On the other hand our class is flexible 
enough to furnish natural generalizations of the main results of [7] and 1201 
and other results on Buchsbaum-rings. Our results also lead to understand 
the central reason which makes work Faltings’ Macaulayfication 151. 
Our methods are based on ideas of [2]. Some of our results are contained 
in a weaker and partial form in [2]. The progress is due to the refining 
arguments of [3]. 
The main theme of this paper is to study the symbolic Rees- and form- 
rings D,(R(L)) and D,(%(L))/D,(%(L)), where L is generated by a pS- 
sequence x, ,..., x, whose length r is smaller that the cohomological liniteness- 
dimension e,,,(R). Thereby D, stands for the functor of m-transform (11, resp. 
of {m}-closure [8]. 
In fact, it turns out that these symbolic objects are ordinary Rees- and 
form-rings, namely, for the ideal D,,,(L) (see (3.3)) and the ring D,,,(R). 
So, geometrically our results cover, for example, the blow-up of a variety 
V with only finitely many non CM-points p, ,..., ps at an ideal .P of positive 
depth and sufficiently large order of vanishing in p, ,..., p,, which is a 
complete intersection on V - { p, ,..., pS }. 
We now shortly mention the main results of this paper. 
Section 2 is devoted to the presentation of preliminaries. Here we also 
recall-for the reader’s convenience-some of the frequently used results of 
[3]. We also take up some of the ideas of proofs in [3] and state them as 
specific (and more general) results. 
In Section 3 we give some basic facts on %,(L, R) := D&X(L)) and 
Gr,(L, R) := D,(!H(L))/D,(L%(L)), e.g., the symbolic objects mentioned 
above. We show that B,(L, R) = ‘II(z), Gr(L, R) = Gr@), where z is the 
R’ = D,,,(R)-ideal D,(L). 
We show that L is normally torsion-free and calculate the depths of the 
conormal modules En/En’ ‘. For the general geometric meaning of this 
(concerning the conormal cone and the exceptional fiber of Bl~@)) see [4]. 
We then also deduce some exact sequences, which later will be used to 
make induction arguments. 
Section 4 gives a calculation of the local cohomology of T),,,(L, R) and 
Gr,,,(L, M) (with respect to the homogeneous maximal ideal m(L) of s(L)). 
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In Section 5 we study the Veronese functors (h, s), defined by 
On~““,_t’h’s’On~“Mhn+~ 
Yh’ = Proj(@ 
is the category of graded modules. (Recall that 
where @ 
n>ORhn) is the hth Veronese transform ofX= Proj(@,z,,R,), 
“.+,, R, is a noetherian graded ring.) 
We show that Veronese functors commute with local cohomology in 
graded supports. This allows one to “dissolve” local cohomology by 
Veronese embeddings. A special case of this: If X= Proj( @ nao R,) is CM 
and of pure dimension such that for i < dimX the local cohomology 
vanishes in degree 0 for all homogeneous maximal ideals of OR,,, there is 
an h > 0 such that Xth’ is arithmetically CM (thereby R, is assumed to be 
excellent). 
We apply this method to ideals Z generated by pS-sequences x, ,..., x,. In 
such a way we give among other things natural generalizations of the main 
result of [20]. For instance we get: If (R, m) is local, of positive depth and if 
t = dim(R), then %(Zh) is CM iff h > max{i < t 1 H’,(R) # O}. A similar result 
holds for a,,@, R). 
In Section 6 we give some applications. Great emphasis is given to the 
case where R is a Buchsbaum- (=B) ring. This seems natural, as the theory 
of this class of rings is of growing importance. So, R-singularities naturally 
come up with many varieties (see, for example, [ 181). Using the techniques 
of Section 5 and some results of [ 31 we generalize Goto and Shimoda’s result 
(lot. cit.) in showing: For a local, d-dimensional ring (R, m) and a natural 
number h < d the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) R is a R-ring with Hi(R) # 0 for i = l,..., h, d. 
(ii) For each system of parameters x, ,..., xd, !Il((x, ,..., x~)~) (l-1) 
is CM. 
For h = 1, this is Goto and Shimoda’s result. So, if depth (R) > 0, R is a B- 
ring iff !?I((x, ,..., xd)dp’ ) is CM for each system of parameters x, ,..., x,. 
We also calculate the “depth” of %(Z”) and of am(Lh, R), more precisely 
the length of a maximal regular sequence in the corresponding homogeneous 
maximal ideals. These numbers are also referred to as the arithmetic depths 
of Proj(%(Zh)), resp. Proj(D,(L”, R)). They describe the depth of the vertex 
of the affine (projecting) cones over these schemes. 
For h = 1, r > 1, D,,,(L, R) is always of depth >3. This has a nice 
geometric application: for each normal 3-dimensional variety V there is a 
v E N such that the following holds: If Y 5 c”v is locally a complete inter- 
section such that V(9) is a curve and if p, ,..., p, are the non CM-points of 
Vy ~,,l,...,,nlPWP)> is CM, as soon as L? vanishes of order >v in p, ,..., p,. 
Using Flenner’s version of Bertini’s theorems [6] we show that-for 
“generic” L-D&,, R) is normal if D,(R) is (or, equivalently, if R is normal 
on its punctured spectrum). We also may compare the regular loci of 
Proj(%,,,(L, R)) and of Spec(R) in this case. 
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So, if V is normal, with O-dimensional non CM-locus (p, ,..., p,} and if 
P E (“, is a l-dimensional local complete intersection which is reduced 
outside p, ,..., p,, and vanishes of sufftciently high order in p, ,..., p,,, 
BIV(,/‘?) is CM and arithmetically normal “for generic Y.” If moreover 
V(P) is non-singular in all non-singular points q of W, BlJ@) is a 
“biregular” model of V. This means that the preimage of a non-singular 
point q of V is also non-singular. This considerably refines the O-dimensional 
case of Faltings Macaulayfication [ 5 ]. 
For several reasons we work in a slightly more general framework than 
that announced previously. Namely, instead of %(I) and Gr(1) (resp. 
%(L R) and Gr,,,(L R)) we consider the R(I)-modules 
%(I, M) := @ Z”M, Gr(Z, M) = @ Z”M/Z”+ ‘M, 
n>O PI>0 
resp. the 32(L)-modules 
(1.2) 
D,(L, M) = @ D,(L”M) = D,(R(L, 44)) (1.3) 
n>o 
Gr,(L, M) = @ D,(L”M)/D,(L”+‘M) = D,(L, M)/D,,,(L~(L, M)), 
n>O 
(1.4) 
where M is a finitely generated R-module. 
On the other hand, we want to announce that most of our results may be 
generalized in an obvious sense to the case where R is not necessarily local 
and an arbitrary ideal J plays the role of m. To see this, one may use the 
methods of [2]. These methods demand a somehow more extended technical 
apparatus, so we do restrict ourselves to the local case. The local case admits 
enough applications to be treated separately. 
As for the unexplained terminology and for basic notions, we propose the 
following references: commutative algebra [ 161, general algebraic geometry 
[ 121, local cohomology and m-transforms [ 1, 8-111. 
2. SOME PRELIMINARIES 
We use the same notations as in [3]. We also freely use the prerequisites 
we made use of in that paper. But for the reader’s convenience we restate 
here some facts obtained in [3]. 
a. Standard-Sequences 
Let (R, m) be a noetherian and local ring, M a finitely generated 
R-module. By @ (or a if confusion is now possible) we denote the 
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m-reduction M/r,,,(M) of A4. Thereby r,,,(M) stands for the m-torsion 
lJ,, (0: m”), =I&, Hom(R/m”, M) of M. We call x E R filter-regular 
(f-regular) with respect o M if x E reg(H). A sequence xi ,..., x, E R is called 
f-regular if xi iq f-regular with respect o M/(x, ,..., xi-,)M for i = I,..., t. It is 
equivalent to say that xi . lRp,..., x, . lRp form a M-regular sequence for all 
p E Spec(R) - {m}. This is a weakened concept of the notion of regular 
sequences, which is appropriate to study local cohomology in m. If M is 
CM, f-regularity and regularity obviously coincide. Contrary to regular 
sequences, f-regular sequences are not permutable. If x, ,..., x, E m is f-regular 
with respect to M with t < dim(M), we have ht((x, ,..., x,)) = t. Moreover 
x, ,..., xg form a regular sequance with respect o M, where g = depth(M). If 
x1 ,..., x, form an f-regular sequence with respect o M, they also do this with 
respect o M”‘. It is well known that M is Cohen-Macaulay (CM) iff each 
system of parameters (=s.o.p.) x1,..., xd (d = dim(M)) forms a regular 
sequence. For f-regular sequence there is a similar statement; namely: Each 
s.o.p. with respect to M is an f-regular sequence iff Supp(M) is of pure 
dimension and if M is CM on the punctured spectrum of R. For our purpose, 
we need a class of sequences which is closer to the regular sequences, the so- 
called standard-sequences. We repeat the definition of this concept: x, ,..., x, 
is called a standard-sequence (S-sequence) with respect to M if it is an 
f-sequence and if 
Vi<t, Vj<t-i: xj+ 1 HgM/(x, ).,., Xj)M) = 0, (2.1) 
where HL stands for the local cohomology functor supported in m. If 
x, ,..., x, is a permutable S-sequence we denote this in calling x, ,..., x, a pS- 
sequence. M-regular sequence are pS-sequences with respect to M. To 
formulate an existence result for such sequences we introduce the m- 
finiteness dimension e,(M) := sup(h 1 H;(M) is finitely generated, Vi < n}. If 
M = r,,,(M) we have e,(M) = 00. Otherwise it always holds e,(M) Q dim(R). 
According to Grothendieck’s finiteness theorem e,(M) may be described as 
follows. Let the formal fibres of R be CM and assume that R is catenary 
(this clearly is satisfied if R is the local ring of a point of an algebraic 
variety). Then e,(M) = inf{depth(iV,) + dim(R/p) / E Spec(R) - {m). So, 
under the above conditions on R we have e,(M) = dim(M) iff Supp(M) is 
pure dimensional and M is CM over the punctured spectrum of R. Note also 
that in general depth(M) = sup(n ] H#4) = 0, Vi < n), so that depth(M) < 
e,(M). Now we have (see [3, (2.7)]) 
(i) Let xi ,..., s x be f-regular with respect to M, and let q be an 
m-primary ideal. Then there is a x,+ , E q such that x, ,..., x,, I is f- 
regular with respect o 44. (2.4 
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(ii) There is a m-primary ideal q such that for each t < e,(M) and 
each f-regular sequence y1 ,..., y, E q (with respect to M) Z = 
(Y i ,..., y,) is generated by a p9sequence x, ,..., x, (with respect to 
w - 
Finally, let us recall one of the main results of 131: 
Let xi ,..., x1 E m (1 < t < e,(M)) be a pS-sequence with respect to M. Put 
z = (x, )..., xt) and t’ = max(t, depth(@)). Then 
if i=O 
(i> f&,(W, Ml) = if 0 < i < min(e, t’) 
if 2<i<t’ (2.3) 
(ii) W&W, Ml) = [Hk(W] -i, Vi < t’ 
(iii) e,,,,(W W) = t’ + 1, e,,,,(@V, W) = 1’. 
Thereby, for an R-module T, [T], is the graded q(Z)-module which 
vanishes in all degrees #k. In degree k, [T], has the R-module T as module 
of forms. 
b. m-Transforms and Symbolic Rees-Rings 
By D, we denote the left exact functor Qn Hom(J”, .), where Jc~ R is an 
ideal. D,(M) is called the J-transform of M. If J contains elements which are 
regular with respect to M there is a canonical isomorphism D,(M) z 
Un>O w : JnL4, where S is any multiplicatively closed set which is 
contained in the set reg(M) of M-regular elements and which meets $. 
D,(R) is canonically identified with the ring T(R, Spec(R) - V(J)) of 
global sections of @spectRj over Spec(R) - V(J). D, is related to local 
cohomology by the functorial sequence 0 -+ Z,(.) + . + DJ(u) + H:(e) + 0 
and natural isomorphisms H:+ ’ g R’D,. In particular we have DJ(e) z~ 
DJ./r,(.)). Moreover D, is idempotent-D,(.) ;t DJ(D,(.))--and it holds 
H:(D,(.)) = 0 (if i < 1) or =H:(.) (if i > 1). Moreover D,(R) is an R-algebra 
and D,(M) a D,(R)-module. According to [ 1 ] we have: If R is catenary and 
of formal fibres which are CM, D,(M) is finitely generated over R iff 
ht(J+ p/p) # 1, Vp E Ass(M). According to the relation to Hi(.) we also 
have that D,(M) is finitely generated iff e,(M) > 1. 
Now, let R be local, equidimensional, universally catenary and of formal 
fibers which are S,. Let M be a finitely generated R-module. We consider 
the graded %(Z)-module DJ(‘%(Z, M)) = Ona0 D,(Z”M), where Z E J are 
ideals of R. Then, if no minimal prime divisor of M contains I, we exactly 
may say when DJ(%(Z,M)) is finite generated over %(I). We have, namely: 
DJX(Z, M)) dinitely generated o 
Min,,,,(Gr(Z, M)) f7 V(J%(Z)) = @. 
(2.4) 
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This is clear by [ 1, (6.3)]. (Th’ IS result is only stated for M = R, but its proof 
is the same in the general case.) 
We put 
(9 D.OV, W) =: a.#, M) 
(ii) DJ(fl(Z, M))/D,(Z%(Z, M)) =: Gr,(Z, M). 
(2.5) 
According to our remarks on D,, %,(Z, R) is a graded q(Z)-algebra and 
D,(Z, M) is a graded module over D,(Z, R). We recall the relation of this 
construction to the symbolic Rees-ring of Z (which is defined as G(Z) = 
&>Ll J@‘, where Zen) = S-II” n R, with S = R - UpEMinCR,,) p). 
Namely, if D,(R) = R (e.g., if g(J) > l), 
J E p’ [Vp’ E v Ass(R/Z”) - Min(R/Z)), J ~6 p(Vp E Min(R/Z)), 
a,(Z, R) is the symbolic Rees-ring G(Z), see [2]. (If R is CM and ht(Z) > 1, 
we always find an ideal J with the above properties.) 
Now, let dim(M) = d, r < d and let x, ,..., x, E m be an f-sequence with 
respect to M. We consider-with L = (x, ,..., x,)---IJ,(L, M) and Gr,,,(L, M). 
The main interest of this paper actually is concentrated on these objects in 
case x, ,..., x, is a pS-sequence with respect to M. Using (2.4), and choosing 
R as it was done there, one easily sees that a,(L, M) is a finitely generated 
R(L)-module. There will be a direct proof of this in the following paragraph. 
c. Basic Facts on f-Regular Sequences 
(2.6) LEMMA. Let (R, m) be local and noetherian, M a finitely generated 
R-module with dim(M) = d. Let x, ,..., x, (r < d) be a f-sequence with respect 
to M. Then, there is a commutative diagram 
R [X, ,..., Xr] OR M/LM a WL W 
R [X, ,..., X,] @ M/LMm 5 Gr(L, M)m. z 
(Thereby CP is canonically defined: @( 1 0 m/LM) = m/L? E M/LM = 
Gr(L, M),, , @(Xi 0 m/LM) = xim/L2M E LM/L’M E Gr(L, M), .) We also 
may describe @ by xi @ m/LM = xT(m/LM), thereby using the following 
notation, introduced in [3]: Zf xEZ, x* is the l-form xEZ= VI(Z), 
correspondingtox,if9JImZ,YJI*={x*~xEZ}. 
(2.6) actually is proved by [3, (3.1)] in case x, ,..., x, satisfies some 
additional conditions. But the proof of the quoted result only makes use of 
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the f-sequence property (using the fundamental result of ] 19 ]) and so we 
omit it here. 
(2.7) COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of (2.6) we have 
(i) ann(T,(M/LM)) C ann(T,(L” ‘M/L”M)), Vn > 0, 
(ii) T,(M/LM) = 0 0 xi ,..., x, is regular with respect to M and 
depth(M/LM) > 0. 
Proof: By (2.6) we have Ker @ C T,(M/LM @ R [X, ,..., X,]) = 
~,,,(M/J=‘? 0 R IX, ,...> Xr] = ~,,,(M/J--~) [X, ,..., X, 1. 
(i) By the previous remark we have T,(L”- ‘M/L”M) = 
T,,,(Gr(L, M)), E T,,,(Gr(L, M)) c @(I’,,,(M/LM)[X, ,..., X,.]), which clearly 
proves our statement. 
(ii) If T,,,(M/LM) = 0, @ is an isomorphism by the previous remark. 
so x, )...) x, is regular with respect to M (see [ 191) and it holds 
depth(M/LM) > 0. These conclusions are all invertible. 
For n > 0 and i < r let pi,,: L”-‘M-+L”M and ai,n: L”-‘M/L”-‘M+ 
L’-lM/L”M (if n > 1) be the maps canonically induced by multication with 
xi. Then it holds 
(2.8) LEMMA. (i) Vn > 1: T,(L”-‘M/L”M) = XI=, ai,JT,(L”-‘M/ 
L”-‘M). 
(ii) Vn > 1: Hk(ai,J: Hk(L”-‘M/L”-‘M)+ HL(L”-‘M/L”M) is 
injective (i = I,..., r). 
ProoJ (i) According to (2.6) we have 
T,,,(Gr(L, M)) = @(r,,,(M/LM 0 R IX, ,..., X,1)), 
thus 
T,,,(L”-‘M/L”M) = T,,,(Gr(L, M)), = @(T,,,(M/LM @ R [X, ,..., X,]),) 
= @(T,,,(M/LM 0 R IX, ,..., X,1),,> 
= @(T,(M/LM) 0 (R [X, ,..., X,1),) 
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= c x;@(l-,(M/LM) 0 R [X ,,..., X,1),-, 
i<r 
= x xTT,,,(Gr(L, M)), ~, 
igr 
= y ai,"(l-*(L"-*M/L"-'M)). 
i-l 
(ii) Though the argument is the same as in the proof of [3, (3.2)], we 
reproduce it: Due to the commutative diagram 
H~(a,,,): H;(L”-*M/L”-‘M) --t H;(L”-‘M/L,“M) 
I 
IV G 
I 
II) 
~__ 
H;(ai,, = c$): ~YZ;(L”-*M/L”-~M)+ H;(L”-‘M/L”M). 
It suffices to verify the injectivity of Hk(ai,,). Using (2.6) we have the 
commutative diagram 
L”-*MfL”-‘M @i.n 
!I * 
(WL WL2 
xi , 
(II en-2 
1 
(M/LM 0 R[X,,...,Xr])n-2 xi 
L”- ‘M/L’% 
(WA W 1, - 1 
/II @“.I 
T 
(MILM 0 R[X, ,..., X,l),-, 
The lower map clearly is left-invertible. So the same holds for Ori,,. This 
gives our statement. 
(2.9) LEMMA. Under the above hypotheses the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) B,(L, M) is afinitely generated S(L)-module. 
(ii) H;(M) is finitely generated and there is a t E N with D,,,(L”M) = 
LM,,,(L”-‘M) for all n > t. 
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ProoJ (i) o (ii) If D,,,(L, M) is finitely generated over %(L), D,(M) = 
B,,,(L, M&, is finitely generated over R. So H;(M) is finitely generated. 
Moreover there is a t E N such that 3),&C, M) = %(L)(@~,,D,(L”M)), 
which shows that D,(L”M) = LD,(L”-‘M) for all n > t. The conclusions 
are all invertible. 
d. pS+ -Sequences 
We call x i,..., x, an St-sequence with respect to M if it is an f-regular 
sequence and if 
Vi < r, Yj < r - i: xj+ , HfJM/(x, )...) Xj)) = 0. (*I 
(The only difference to the notion of S-sequence is that we also admit the 
case i = 1.) Essentially this notion does not bring anything new: If x, ,..., x,, , 
is an S-sequence with respect to M, then x, ,..., x, is an S+-sequence with 
respect to M. Again we call xi,..., x, a pS+-sequence, if it is a permutable 
St-sequence with respect to M. Using (2.2) and the previous remark, the 
following is clear: 
(2.2) (ii)’ There is an m-primary ideal q such that for each r < e,(M) and 
each f-regular sequence y, ,..., y, E q, L = (y ,,..., y,) is generated by a pS+- 
sequence xi ,..., x, (with respect to M). 
On the other hand, it is also clear that each pS+-sequence xi,..., x, 
(r < e,,,(M)) may be completed to a pS-sequence xi ,..., x,+ , . So, looking at 
an ideal L, which is generated by a pS’-sequence x, ,..., x, means to consider 
a pS-sequence x ,,..., x,, , (generating an ideal Z) and to drop the last 
generator. So we always are in the situation in which L and Z came up in 
[ 3 1. In the sequel, let x, ,..., x, (r < e,(M)) be a pS+-sequence with respect to 
M and put L = (xi ,..., xr). Then it holds 
(2.10) LEMMA. For all n > 0 the canonical maps Hi(L”M) +Yn 
Hk(L”-‘M) vanish, thus D,(L”M) z L”-‘I%?. 
ProoJ: See [3, (3.2)]. 
(2.11) LEMMA. Let r,,,(M) = 0, r > 0. 
(i) Vn > 0: (L”M : x,)Dm(M) & L”-‘M. 
(ii) There is a canonical exact sequence 
0 - Gr(L, M) * Gr(L, M) + Gr(L’fM/x,M) --t 0, 
L’ = (x, )...) x,). 
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Proof: See [3, (3.91. 
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(2.12) LEMMA. (i) Vn > O:T,(L"-'~/~"M)=H~(L"M). 
(ii) Vn > 0: ann,(H~(L”M)) = ann,(Hk(LM)). 
ProoJ (i) T,(L”-‘E/LL”M) = CJj (L”M : mj),,-,,/L”M. Using (2.10) 
and D,(L”M) = U (L”fi: mi)DmC,rr), the right-hand side is replaced by 
D,(L%)/L”M = H;(L”M) = H;(L”M). 
(ii) By (2.7)(i) and (i) it clearly follows that ann(Hk(LM)) c 
ann(HA(L”M)). To prove the opposite inclusion let T,(M) = 0. Apply (i) 
and (2.11) to see that XT induces an inclusion Hk(L”-‘M) 4 HL(L”M). 
(2.13) LEMMA. Let x,,..., x, be a pS’--sequence with respect to M 
(0 < I < e,,,(M)). Then x ,,..., x, is also a pS+-sequence with respect to 
4,W)- 
Proof: As x1,..., x, is a pS+-sequence with respect to Mm, we 
may assume that T,,,(M) = 0. Let j < r. x1,..., xj form a pS+-sequence 
with respect to M. It follows by (2.10) that D,,,((x~,..., xj)M) GM. 
Using (2.12)(i) this shows that Hf,(D,(M)/(x, ,..., xj) D,,,(M)) = 
D,((x ,,..., xj)M)/(x ,,..., xj) D,,,(M). As x1 ,..., xj is a pSt-sequence it 
follows (Xi )...) xi) H;(M) = 0, thus (x l,...,xj) D,(M)gM. So we see 
that T,,,(D,(M)/(x, ,..., xj) D,,,(M)) is an epimorphic image of 
r,,,(M/(x, ,..., xj)M), which implies xj+ i H\(D,(M)/(x, ,..., xj) D,,,(M)) = 0 for 
all j < r. Obviously it holds fffn(Dm(M)/(x, T***> xj) D,(M)) = 
H:(D,(M)/(x, y***’ Xj) D,(M)) = fffn(D,(M)/D,((x, )...) Xj) M)) = 
Dm(Dm(W/Dm((x~ y***y Xj> M))I(Dm(WIDm((x, >*..) Xj> Ml) = D,Wl 
D,((x, ,..., Xj>W>/(Dm(M>lDm((X~ T***y xj)M. But this module clearly is an 
epimorphic image of D,(M/D,((x, ,..., xj)M))/(M/D,((x, ,..., xj)M)) = 
ffA(M/(x~ y***T Xj>M>. So, for all j < r - 1 we have xj+ ,Hk(D,(M)/ 
(x 1 ,..., xj) D,,,(M) = 0. 
Finally, there are exact sequence 0 + A -+ M/(x, ,..., xj)M -+ 
D,P)l(x, ,..., xi) D,,,(M) + B + 0, with supp A = supp B c {m}, which show 
that HL(M/(x, ,..., xj)M) = Hf,,(D,(M)/(x, ,..., xj) D,,,(M)) for all i > 1. 
3. BASIC PROPERTIES OF a,(L,M) 
In this section, let (R, m) be a noetherian and local ring, M a finitely 
generated R-module, 0 < r < e,,,(M), and let x1 ,..., x, E m be a pS+-sequence 
with respect to M. Pur L = (x, ,..., x,). 
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D :“y~~D”“;L)“’ 
or all n > 0 we have L”- ‘D,(LM) = D,(LM) = 
n n I 
m 
; (LM) 
(ii> %c”L, M) = bmW)Io. P,Wf)lJ VL). 
(iii) 3,(L, M) isfinitely generated over Yl(L). 
Proof: (ii) and (iii) clearly follow from (i). So let us prove (i). ID,(L, M) 
is not affected if we replace M by IV”‘. So we may assume that I’,(M) = 0, 
thus depth(M) > 0. Obviously D,(L”M) may also be considered as a D,(R) 
module. D,(L”-‘) then is an ideal of D,(R) (cf. [ 1 I). Clearly we 
have the relations L”-’ D,,,(LM) c D,(L”-‘) D,,,(LM) cr D,,,(L”M). (Notice 
that D,(L”M) = Uj (L”M : t~‘)~,+,), T,(R) E arm(M), D,(L”- ‘) 2 
L”-‘/T,,,(R) 17 Ln-‘.) So, it suffices to verify that L”-‘D,,,(LM) 2 D,(L”M), 
for all n > 0. Obviously it suffices to show that LD,(L”- ‘M) = D,,,(L”M), as 
the requested relation then follows inductively. 
Assume first that r = 1. x, is regular with respect to M. So we have 
x; - ‘M x!“’ x;M thus D,(L ‘-I,) = D,(x;-‘M) +x~ D,(x;M) = D,(L”M), 
hence LD,(L”-‘M) =x1 D,(L”-‘M) = D,(L”M). 
So let r > 1. We put M’ = M/x,M and L’ = (x2 ,..., x,). By (2.1 l)(i) we 
have exact sequence 0 + L”- ‘M +x~ L”M + L InM’ + 0. These given rise to 
exact sequences 
0- D,(L”-‘M)A D,(L”W -% D,(L’“M’). (3.2) 
Note that-by the left exactness of D,,,-the verification of (3.2) comes up to 
prove that rc, is onto. As Hf,, is the first right derived functor of D,, this 
comes up to prove that the induced connecting homomorphism D,(L’“M’) + 
Hi(L”-‘M) vanishes-or equivalently, that the induced map Hf,,(L”-‘M) + 
Hi(L”M) is injective. Applying H; to our original short exact sequence, we 
must only show that the induced map /3,: Hk(L”M) + H~(LLnM’) is onto. 
The commutative diagram 
O--+ L”M ---+ L”-‘M - L*-‘M/L”M -0 
I 
0 - L’“M’ ---i L’“-‘M’ --+ L’“-‘M’/L’“M’ - 0 
gives rise to the situation 
H;(L”-‘M/L”M) ----+ H;(L”M) A H;(L”- ‘M) 
“II 
I I 
4. 
Hi& ‘+‘M/L’“M) ---+ H;(L’“M’) A H;(L’“-‘M’). 
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By (2.10) yn and J$ vanish. So it remains to show that V, is onto. If n = 1 we 
have 
H;(M/LM) = M/LM 
I 
“I G 
i It 
I 
H;(M’/L ‘M’) + M’/L ‘M’ 
and so Y, = Hi(i) implies that V, is an isomorphism. If n > 1, we consider 
the short exact sequence 
(cf. (2.11)). We get an induced exact sequence 
H;(L”-‘M/L”M) -f.f-+ H;(L ‘n-‘WL’“W 
+ H;(L”-‘M/L”-‘M) H;n(al*n’ + H;(L”-‘M/L”M). 
By (2.8) H/,(a,,,) is injective. So V, is onto. 
Now we finish the proof of (3.1). According to (3.2) we have the situation 
O-D,(L”-‘M)L D,(L”W - D,(L’“M’) + 0 
I id G .tnd. i ind. ‘1 
0-D,(L”-‘M)A LD,(L”- ‘M) --) L’D,,,(L’nM’) - 0 
LD,(L’“M’) 
By induction (on r) i is onto. So j is onto. This is our statement. 
(3.3) COROLLARY. Let M = R. Then 
(i) %A RI = W,(L), D,(R)), 
(ii) Gr,(L, R) = G@,(L), D,(R)). 
Proof. By (3.1) we have D,(L”) = D,(L)” for all n > 0. For n = 0 the 
same is true also. Now we conclude by the canonical isomorphisms 
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and 
Gr,(L R) _I @ D,(L”)/D,(L”+ ‘). 
II>0 
(3.4) COROLLARY. In the notations of (3.3) we have 
(9 ~r~.iP,,,& R)) = BID,,&Dm(L)) (:=B~s~~~D,(R)(D~(L)))~ 
(ii> Pro.i(Gr,,(L RI) = SD,,JD,(L>> (:=~~,,,(D,(R))(D~(L))). 
(3.5) LEMMA. For all n > 0 we have 
(i) D,(L”M) G L”-‘M”‘, 
(ii) (D,(L”M): x,)~,(~) = D,(L”- 
Proof: (i) We may assume that T,(M 
0- L”M ----) D,(L”M) 
‘M). 
‘) = 0. The diagram 
- H;(L”M) ---f 0 
I I i Y” 
O-L”-lM-D,(L”-lM)-Hf,,(L”~lM)-O 
in which yn vanishes by (2.10), gives our statement. 
(ii) Again we may assume that r,,,(M) = 0. By (2.11) we know that 
(L”M : x~)~ = L”-‘M. So we get 
VW”W: x1),,(M) = u (L”M : m%,(M) : xl j D,(M) 
= u ((L”M : Xl)D,(M) : mj)DmCM) = Dm(Ln-‘M). 
j 
(3.6) PROPOSITION. For all n > 0 we have 
(i) depth(M/L”M”‘) = depth(M’“/D,,,(L”M)) = depth(L”-‘Mm/ 
D,(L”M)) = max( 1, depth(W) - r), 
(ii) depth(D,(M)/D,(L”M)) = depth(D,(L”-‘M)/D,(L”M)) = 
max( 1, depth(D,(M) - r). 
Proof: (i) Obviously we may assume that r,,,(M) = 0. Then, by (3.5)(i) 
we have M/L”M”’ = M/D,(L”M). So the first equality is clear. Next we 
prove (i) in the case n = 1, making induction on r. We first show that 
depth(M/x, M) = max( 1, depth(M) - 1). (*I 
Indeed, if depth(M) = 1, we have Ha(M) = 0. Using the obvious sequence 
0 -+ D,(M) -+x1 M-, M/x,M -t 0 and the fact that Hk(D,(M)) = 0 we see 
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that HL(M/x,M) # 0. So we have depth(M/x,M) = 1, and our statement 
holds in this case. If depth(M) > 1 we have L’,,,(M/x,M) = 0, thus M/x,M = 
M/x,M. AS x, is M-regular, our statement is clear again. 
Equation (*) settles the case I = 1, rr = 1. So let r > 1, n = 1. By induction 
we have depth(M/D,(LM)) = depth(M/LM) = depth((M/x, M)/L’(M/x, M)) 
= max(1, depth(M/x,M) - r + l), where L’ = (x2,..., x,.). Applying (*) it 
follows depth(M/D,(LM)) = max( 1, max( 1, depth(M) - 1) - r + 1) = 
max( 1, depth(M) - r). So we are done in the case n = 1. 
Next let n > 1. By (2.6) we have a canonical isomorphism c?: 
M/LM OR R [X, ,..., X,] r Gr(L, M)“. This isomorphism shows that 
Lnp’M/D,(L”M) = Ln-‘M/L”M is a direct sum of copies of M/LM. So we 
get the last equality stated in (i). 
It remains to prove that depth(j@/D,(L”M)) = depth(L”-‘E/D,(L”M)), 
Vn > 1. We may assume r,,,(M) = 0. 
To do so, we first assume that depth(M) > r. x, ,..., x,. then form a regular 
sequence with respect to M [3, (2.1)] and it holds T,(M/L”M) = 0, thus 
D,(L”M) = L”M. But in this case it is clear that depth(M/L”M) = 
depth(L”-‘M/L”M). So, let depth(M) Q r. By what we already know it 
holds depth(L”-‘M/D,(L”M)) = 1. So, it remains to show that 
depth(M/D,(L”M)) < 1, if depth(M) < r. To prove this, we first show 
~,,,W/(x, D,,,(M) + D,(L”M))) = ~,,,(DP)lx, D,(M) + D,(L”W) = 0. 
(3.7) 
Equation (3.7) is obviously true if n = 1. So we may assume that n > 1. 
By the above isomorphism @ we have 
L*-‘M/(x,L”-2M+ D,(L”M))rM/D,(LM)@ @ X2 a.. XZ’R. 
Zij=n-l 
We thus have T,,,(L”-‘M/(x,Lnm2M + D,(L”M)) = 0. By (2.11) 
we know that (L”-‘M: xi)n,(,,,) = Lnp2M. So, by (3.5) we obtain 
L”-‘Mn (x,D,(M) + D,(L”M)) = xlD,(M)nL”-‘M+ D,(L”M) = 
x,(L”-‘M: xI)DmcMj + D,(L”M) = x,L”-‘M + D,(L”M). So we have 
D,(x, D(M) + D,(L”M)) n L”-‘M = (x1 D,,,(M) + D,(L”M)) r‘l L”- ‘M. 
Applying (3.5)(i) to M/x, D,,,(M) we get obviously D,(x, D,,,(M) + 
D(L”M)) & x, D,,,(M) + L”- ‘M. 
It finally follows 
%,(x,D,W) + D,,@“W) 
= D,(x, D,,,(M) + D,(L”M)) n (x, D,,,(M) + L”-‘M) 
= x1 D,,,(M) + D,(x, D,,,(M) + D,(L”M)) n L”-‘M 
= XI D,,,(M) + D,(L “M). 
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From this we obtain L’,,,(M/(x,D,(M) + D,(L”M)) = 0. The remaining 
equality of (3.7) follows if we replace M by D,(M), which is allowed by 
(2.13). 
We now continue with the proof of (3.6)(i). By (3.5) we get an exact 
sequence 
0 -+ D,(M)/D,(L n - IM) x1 D,(M)lD,(L”W 
- D,PMx,D,W) + D,(L”W) + 0. 
Using (3.7) we get in cohomology 
0 = ~,nP,WY(x,D,(M) + D,(L”M))) -, #,P,W)ID,(L”- ‘WI) 
-, ~inPmWP,(L”M))~ 
Now we may settle the case where depth(M) > 1. In this case we have 
H:(M) = 0, thus M= D,,,(M). As Ha(M/D,(LM)) # 0 the preceding 
sequence shows inductively that H,!,,(M/D,(L”M)) # 0. This means that 
depth(M/D,(L”M)) < 1. 
Finally, we choose depth(M) = 1. We then have H;(M) # 0. As 
HL(D,(L”M)) = 0 we may conclude with the sequence 0+ D,(L”M) --+ M + 
M/D,(L”M) + 0. 
(ii) Replacing M by D,,,(M) we get-by (i)--equality between the first 
and the last term: 
depth(D,(M)/D,(L”M)) = max( 1, depth(D,(M)) - r) =: C. 
To prove the remaining equality we distinguish again the cases where 
depth(D,(M)) > r and depth(D),(M)) Q r. In the first case all is clear, as 
xi,..., x, form a regular sequence with respect o D,,,(M) and as D,,,(L”M) = 
L”D,(M). In the second case we have to show that depth(D,(L”- ‘M)/ 
D,(L”M)) < 1. For n = 1 this is already clear by the previous remark. If 
n > 1 we consider the sequence 
0 + D,(L n- *M)/D,(L n - ‘M) 2 D,(L”-‘M)/D,(L”M) 
+ D,(L”- ‘M)/(x, D,(L”-‘M) + D,(L”M)) + 0. 
As (xi D,(M) + D,(LmM)) n D,(L”- ‘M) = x, D,,,(M) n D,(L”-‘M) + 
D,(LmM) = x, D,(L”-‘M) + D,(L”M) we see by (3.7) that T,,, vanishes on 
the right-hand term of the previous sequence. Now we conclude as in the 
proof of (i). 
(3.8) COROLLARY. Let M = R, and assume that r,,,(R) = 0. Then for 
D,,,(L) = Uj (L : rnjlR it holds 
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(i) D,,,(L) is normally torsion-free, e.g., 
Ass(R/D,(L)“) = Ass(D,(L)“- ‘/D,,,(L)“) = Ass(R/D,(L)) = Ass(R,‘L), 
(ii) depth(R/D,(L)“) = max( 1, depth(R) - r), 
(iii) depth(D,(L”-‘)/D,(L”)) = max(1, depth(D,(R)) - I). 
Proof: (i) By (3.1) we have D,(L)” = D,(Lm). This shows that 
m 6Z Ass(R/D,(L)“), Vn E N. As x1,..., x, is regular on the punctured 
spectrum of R, our statements are clear. 
(ii) and (iii) Clear by (3.6). 
In [3] we gave to short exact sequences, which were useful to make 
inductions. Below we now give the analogous sequences for ‘D,(L, M) and 
Gr,(L, M), namely: 
(3.9) PROPOSITION. Let r > 1 and put L’ = (x, ,..., x,.). Then there are 
canonical exact sequences of graded R (L )-modules :
(i) 0 + Gr,(L, W 3 Gr,(L, M) -;;;r’ Gr,(L’, M/-qM) 3 [#,(W], -, 0, 
09 O+ [D,(M)I,~~,(L,M)/(~,*)-;~;~s~~(L’,M/x,M)~ [%nWf)l,+O. 
ProoJ (i) Obviously we may assume T,(M) = 0. By (3.5) we have 
Q’,(L”W : xd~,,,w = D(L”-‘M) for n > 0. This shows that xf is regular 
with respect o Gr,(L, M). Now, consider the canonical map v: Gr,,,(L, M) + 
Gr,,,(L’, M/x,&f). In degree n v is given by the following commutative 
diagram with exact rows and columns (we write M’ = M/x,M and use 
(3.2)): 
0 0 
I 
0 - D,(L”M) -% D,(L”+ ‘M) n,,l Dm(L’n+LM’) -0 
I I 
D,tL”M) “n D,(L’“M’) -0 
I I 
tGr,tL WI, & (Gr,(L’,M’), -0 
I I 
0 0 
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For the moment let n = 0. Hi = R’D, and xi H;(M) = 0 imply (via the 
sequence 0-+ M --ix1 M -+ M’ -+ 0) 
0 - D,(M) 2 D,(M) -% D&4’) ---+ H;(M) --t 0. (3.11) 
Combining this with (3.10) and using the snake lemma we get an exact 
sequence 0 + . -i” - -+ Hi(M) + 0. As (x,*Gr,(L, M)). = 0, this gives the 
statement in degree n = 0. 
Finally, let n > 1. Now rc, occurs in the sequence (3.2). So the snake 
lemma will furnish an exact sequence 
0 ---+ D,(L”- ‘M)/D,(L”M) 2 (Gr,(L, M)), 2 (Gr,(L’, M’)), - 0 
II 
(Gr,G Ml), - 1. 
This completes the proof of (i). 
(ii) follows from (i), (3.10) and (3.11). 
4. LOCAL COHOMOLOGY OF SYMBOLIC REES- AND FORM-RINGS 
In this section we prove the analogues to (2.3) for B,,,(L, M) and 
Gr,,,(L, M). In [2] we gave an attempt o this, but we could not calculate the 
highest finite cohomology modules of the objects in question. We also 
needed more restrictive assumptions on L. In this section, we give a complete 
(and more efficient) calculation which follows partly the corresponding 
arguments of [3]. 
The unexplained terminology is as in the previous section. 
(4.1) PROPOSITION. Let (R, m) be noetherian and local, M a finitely 
generated R-module and x1 ,..., x, (0 < r < e,(M)) a pS + -sequence with 
respect to M. Put r’ = max(r + 1, depth(D,(M)), L = (xl ,..., x,)R. Then it 
holds: 
6) f&,P,(L W) = I 
0, for 0 < i < min(3, r’) 
@&-i+j [H’,-‘(M)lj, for 3 < i< r’. 
(iii) %~L~~%(L WI = r’ + 1, em~L~(Grm(L W) = r’. 
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We begin with some preparatory results. 
(4.2) LEMMA. (i) H&,,(3J,(L, M))>O = 0, Vi 2 0. 
(ii) For all i > 2 there are graded exact sequences 
0 + w@ml x ~~(,,(‘I),& Wl~-%+?)~ eI(L’)P&‘~ Vx,W)-, 0, 
where L’ = (x2,..., x,)R. 
ProoJ (i) (Induction on r). Let r = 1. As x:D,(M) = D,,,(x:M) and as 
x, is regular with respect to D,(M), there is a canonical isomorphism 
R [Xl 0 D,,,(M) -, %(x,R, W, sending X@ d (d E D,(M)) to x:d. By 
[3, (4.4)1 we have ~~(,,,,(~,,,(xlR~)) = Hfm,& [Xl 0 D,,,(W) = 
X-‘(Hk-‘(D,(M)) OR R[X-‘I). If r > 1 we split up the sequence (3.9)(ii) 
into 
Applying K(,, to (4.3)(ii) we get by induction that Hi,(Lj(U)>0 = 0. 
By (4.3)(i) it follows H&,,(ID,,,(L, M)/(xF)),,, = 0. Now the sequences 
#,,$,R,,(L W/x:)) +(-1) #,,&~,,,(L WI +;x,f, H’i,,&~,,,(L M)) and the 
fact that each element of the middle term is annihilated by some power of xf 
give our result. 
(ii) For i > 0 we have H$,,([Hi(M)],) = 0. So by (4.3)(ii) we have 
&$,,(U) rco) f&L,(WL’, M/qM)) = H$Ll)(~m(L’, M/x,M)) for all 
i > 1. By (4.3)(i) we 
fcl,L,Pm(~)10) ‘(0) 
get sequence H$i,,(%,(L’, M/x,M)) +Coj 
all i > 2. As H’ 
fC&P,(L W-W+(o) fCd%(X VxJW) for 
mdPmW)lo) = %@m(Wlo = FUWlo for i > 2, the 
requested result follows by (i). 
(4.4) LEMMA. (i) g(m . S(L), 3),(L, M)/(xf)) > 1. 
(ii) Ifr > 1, it holds g(m(L), D,(L, M)) > 3. 
Proof. (i) By (3.9)(ii) we get H@J,(L,M)/(x~)) = 0 and an R- 
isomorphism D&5, M)/(xf) ;t D,(R) @B&5’, M/x,M)>~. 
The second summand may be written as J = D,(!Il(L, M),,). So we have 
HA(J) = 0, thus H!,@,(R) 0.M) = 0, which proves our statement. 
(ii) We first show that the connecting homomorphism 6: H&,(U)+ 
H$,,([D,(M)],) = [H@,(M))]o = [H:(M)],, occurring in the co- 
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homology sequence to (4.3)(i), is onto. We consider the natural 
homomorphisms 
Clearly HL and H&,, vanish on a,,@‘, M/xM) for i = 0, 1. So, making act 
Hf,, and H&, on (4.3)(ii) we get the situation 
~~:w)lo gH~,L,ww)I”) = elw,w) 
id 
I 
G 
I 
ho 
G i”’ 
[H:GWlo = HO,W~P)lo) = H:W 
So, hi is an isomorphism. So (4.3)(i) f urnishes a commutative diagram 
with exact second row 
It remains to show that a is injective in degree 0. In degree 0, (4.3)(i) has 
the shape 
o- D,(M) 2 DllIW) - D,W)/x,D,W - 0 
II II I/ 
0 - w,w)10)0 - mll& w/(x:>>0 - vJ)o -0. 
So (a), occurs in the diagram 
The lower map vanishes as x, ,..., x, (r > 1) is apS+-sequence with respect 
to M. So (a)o is mono. 
Now, we finish the proof of statement (ii). By (i) we have g(m(L), 
D,(L, M)/(x:)) > 1. So it remains to show that H&,(3,,& M)/(x:)) = 0. 
Clearly H,&,, vanishes on [Hf(M)],. By (i) H$,, vanishes on ‘1),,,(L, M) 
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(as g(W), %tL WI = (g(W), WL~)/@3)) + 1 2 gtmW4 
B,(L, M)/(x:)) + 1 > 2). So by (4.3)(ii) we have HZ,(#) = 0. As 6 is 
onto, we are done. 
(4.5) LEMMA. (i) #,,(,)(Gr,,,(L, M))>m,x(-i+ 1,-r) = 0, 
(ii) For all i > 1 there is an isomorphism 
&,(Gr,(L W/(xl*)) (o) fC,,(~~,(%ntL’~ W%M)), 
where L’ = (x2,..., x,). 
Proof (Induction on r). Let r = 1. Then D,(L”M) = x~D,,,(M) implies 
that Gr,(L, M) = Gr(x,, D,(M)). As x, is regular with respect to D,,,(M) 
there is a canonical isomorphism D,(M)/x,D,(M)[X] rCO) Gr,(L, M). Now 
we conclude again by [3, (4.4)] that H’,&Gr,(L, M)) vanishes in 
nonnegative degrees. 
So let r > 1. By (3.9)(i) we have an exact sequence 0+ Gr,,,(L, M)/(xf) + 
Gr,,,(L’, M/x,M)+ [H&bf)],, -+ 0. As H&)([H2,(M)],,)= [H’,H~(M)],=O 
for i > 0 we get the isomorphisms tated in (ii). So, by induction we have 
H~(L)(Gr,(L,M)/(~!*))>mBI(-i+l,-r+l) ~0. NOW ff~~#fLWtXI*N+ 
Hk(,,(Gr(L, M)) -+(;) H$,,(Gr(L, M)) allows one to prove (i) by the 
argument of the proof of (4.2)(i). 
(4.6) LEMMA. g(m(L), Gr,(L, M)) > 1. 
ProoJ: Assume first that r = 1. Then the proof of (4.5) furnishes a 
canonical isomorphism Gr,(L, M) e D,(M)/x,D,,,(M)[X]. As T,@,,,(M)/ 
x, D,(M)) = 0, we have depth(D,(M)/x,D,(M)) > 0, thus g(m(L), 
%,(L WI = s(h -0 Q&W~A(~)[~l) > 1. 
So let r > 1. The injection 0 + Gr,(L, M)/(xf) C. Gr,(L’, M/x, M) (see 
(3.9)(ii)) shows by induction that g(m(L), Gr,(L,M)/(x,*)) > 0. As 
XT E m(L) n reg(G,(L, M)) (see (3.5)(ii)) our statement follows. 
(4.7) LEMMA. (i) emtLj(Dm(L, M) < r’. 
(ii) ~m&~m(L~ Ml> < r’. 
Proof: (i) If r = 1, the statement is clear as H’,,,(D,,,(L, M)) z 
Hi-‘(D,(M))[X-‘I,, (see proof of (4.2)(i)). If r > 1 (4,2)(ii) obviously 
allows one to make induction. 
(ii) Let r = 1. Using [3, (4.4)] we prove an isomorphism 
f&L,WmtLT WI rco) H#,(M)/x, D,(LM)[X- ’ ] < o), which allows one to 
conclude. If r > 1 we use (4S)(ii) to make induction. 
Now we start with the proof of (4.1). According to (4.7) it suffices to 
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verify the statements (i) and (ii). As for the proof of (i) we may restrict 
ourselves to the cases 3 < i < r’ by (4.4). As for (ii) we may restrict 
ourselves to the cases 2 < i < I’ by (4.6). So we may suppose that r’ > 2. 
Now we consider the sequences 
which in cohomology induce exact sequences (0 < i < r): 
By (4.2)(i) ai is always surjective. So (4.9) furnishes sequences 
In particular (cz,)~ is an isomorphism for all s # -1, and it holds 
ff~(,)(&pq~, M)))-, = #3Q#fn R&4nt~w~ W)), = 09 
Qs > 0. 
BY (4-W) Vi)sf is injective for Qs’ > max(-i + 2, -r), and surjective 
surjective for all Qs’ > max(-i + 1, -r). Using the diagrams 
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we thus get 
0) fC&,tLW, W)), g Hk W&W, -i+1,--r<s<o, 
(ii) H#JJL, M)),, E Hk *(D,(M)), --i+2,-r--l<s'<o. 
(4.11) 
If depth(D,(M)) > r + 1 we have depth(D,(M)) = r. Now H’,D’,(M) = 
H#t4) = 0 for i > 1, (4.4), (4.2)(i), as well as (4.6) and (4S)(ii) show that 
g(m(L), D,(L, M)) > r’ + 1, g(m(L), Gr,(L, M)) > r’ by induction. This 
proves (4.1) in this case. 
So we may restrict ourselves to the case depth(D,(M)) < r + 1, thus 
assuming r’ = r + 1. This means that it suffices to prove (4.1)(i), resp. (ii), 
for i < r, resp. i < r. 
Using (3.5)(i) (with D,(M) instead of M) and Gr,(L, M) = Gr,(L, D,(M)) 
we get two exact sequences: 
0 -+ WL ~,,,tWY’ (o) Gr,& M) (-I) T,,,(Gr(L D,,,(W)) -+ 0, 
0 + ~,,,(GG Q,(W)) (o) GrtL D,,,(W)(o) GrtL I,,,“’ -, 0. 
(4.12) 
By the canonical isomorphism (2.6) ((3.5)(i)): 
we see that 
%,&Gr(L D,@f))m) = 0 for i < r. 
By (4.1) it follows Hi ,,,&Gr,,,(L M)) q-,, H’,,,,(Gr(L D,,,(M)) for Vi < r. 
As H~(D,(M)) = H;(M) for i > 1 (2.3)(ii) gives 
H,$t,(Gr,(L, M)) = [Hi] -i+ 1 for Vi E { 2,..., r - 1). (4.13) 
So (4.l)(ii) holds for i < r. 
Next we prove by induction on i that #,,&,,,(L, M)),, = 0 for 
s’ < -i + 2 and i < r + 1. For i < 3 this is indeed clear by (4.4)(ii). To treat 
the cases where 3 < i < r + 1 we prove 
(4.14) LEMMA. Let 2 < i < r + 1 and assume that 
~;~;,(a& M)), = ~~(,,(‘D,& W), = 0, Vs < -i + 2. 
Then H,$~,(Gr,(L, M)) = [H:,-‘(M)]-i+,. 
ProoJ By our hypotheses, (S,), is injective for t < i + 2 and an 
isomorphism in degree t = - i + 2. Using (4.1 l)(i) the latter statement 
shows that H$iJGr,(L, M))-i+z = H~,-‘(D,(M)) = H’,-‘(M). By (45)(ii) 
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H&‘)(Gr,(L, M)) vanishes in degrees >--i + 2. As -i + 2 < -1, (aJs is an 
isomorphism for s < -i + 2. So the monomorphisms 
0 + H;-‘(Gr(L, M)), -H$;,(B,(L, M)),, ,<mi+* = (0) 
give the requested result. 
Now we continue the proof of the above statement, supposing 3 < i < 
I + 1. By induction H$~,)(D,,,(L’, M/x,M)) vanishes in all degrees 
< -i + 3. So-by (4.2)(iFthe I same is true for H$@,(L, M)/(x:)). 
The sequence 0 + ‘D&C., M) +T,‘, a,&, M) + D,(L, M)/(x:) + 0 furnishes 
in cohomology fc;,‘,mn& w/(e)) ‘(--I) fcn(L,PIn(L~ Ml) -:: 1) 
H$,,(‘D,(L, M)) thus showing that the kernel of the map 
qT&w9 WI 3 XT is concentrated to degrees > -i + 2. So it suffices to 
show that H&,,(D,(L, M))-i+ 2 = 0. As (,f3,))i+ z is onto, it s&ices to show 
that (do-i+* is onto. By induction ZI$;~~(D,,,(L, M)) vanishes in degree 
-i + 2. SO (Bi)-i+, is injective.. AS Hf,,cL,(D,(L%(L, M)))~i+z = 
Hk-,-‘(~,(M)) = H&M), it remains to show that e(H’,,,(Gr,,,(L, M))))i+,) 
= C(H,#V)), where e stands for the R-length. 
Applying (4.14) with L’, M/x,M, resp. i - 1 instead of L, M, i, we get 
H~;~,,(Gr,,,(L’, M/x,M)) = [H~2(M/~iM)]~i+3. So, by (4.13) and (4S)(ii) 
the sequence 0 + Gr,(L M) -ft 1) Gr,,,(L W -, Gr,(L, W/(x:) + 0 
induces in cohomology an exact sequence 
AS H$&(Gr,(L, M))-i+, =0, x? acts trivially on H&‘,(Gr,(L, M))_i+,. 
sO E-i+3 is onto, and we obtain a sequence 0 -+ H’,-*(M) -+ H’,(M/x, M) + 
(H$i)(Grm(L, Ml))-i+ 2 -+ 0. Now by the arguments of the proof of [3, 
(5.1)] (see [3, (5.12)]) we get the requested result. 
So, to prove (4.1)(i) it remains to show that L * acts trivially on 
H,&,,(‘D,(L,M)). But this is done in literally the same way as in [3, (5.1)], 
using the diagram (4.10). 
Finally, to get (4.2)(ii) we apply (4.14). 
5. THE VERONESE FUNCTORS 
Let A =A,@A,@... be a noetherian graded ring such that A = A,[A I 1. 
Fix a natural number h and consider the veronese subring A,,, = BrnaO A,, 
of A. A(,,, -+ A is finite and splits over A,,,. Fix s E (0, l,..., h - 1). We 
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define the Veronese finctor .(h*s): gr mod, + gr modAth) (gr mod, = category 
of graded modules over the graded ring B) by 
( 
j&@&f,~&@N, 
n n ) 
. (h.s) , 
( 
j@(hd = @ ~~~~~ 6(h’S)=@vmh+r, @ M, ,,). 
m m 
This is a covariant, exact and additive functor. If we denote the functor of 
scalar restriction defined between mod, and mod,,,, by eth), we obviously 
have the situation: 
Q(h) c+o(h) , #h) 
( A(h) 
I 
I AM) 
I 
@ ~(h,s) @W<r”(h’s) , @ @h.s). 
O<s<r O<s<r 
Our next aim is to show that A aA,,, . canonically induces 
gr modA,h, to gr mod,. 
We begin with some preliminary remarks: 
We have CIEZ (A OA,,, U), = A OA,,, U. We claim that the 
(5.1) 
a functor from 
preceding sum 
is direct! So choose elements X, E (A OAch, U),,, x2 E (A aA,,, U)12,..., x, E 
CA @A,,, u>,tin @l < '2 < *** < t,) such that 2 xi = 0. We may write 0 = 
ErJi,zb= z,Zd y,, where y, = ~a,(fi)=s Xi* Then we have Y, E Athqs) @Air, u 
,..., h - 1. In view of (5.3) it follows that ys F 0 for all s in question. 
Now fix an s E {O,..., h - l} and let YJI, = {i E (l,..., n}/a,(ti) = s}. As a is 
bijective the values a2(ti) must be different for all i E W,. As 
Xi E (A(h3s) @A U)a,(t,) 
Vi E ‘9JIm,. As {i:‘..., 
for all i E ZRm,, 0 = ys = Ciss,, xi shows that xi = 0, 
n ) = (J :;A mm,, we see that all xi vanish. 
Our next claim is that (A OA,,, U), defines a graduation on A aA,,, U. To 
see this, we must show that for each a E A,,, and each x E (A aA,,, U), = 
(A (h,nl(f)) aA,, U)a,Cl) it holds ax E (A Bach, U),+,. 
In view of (5.2) x is the sum of finitely many elements of the form y @ U, 
where y E (A(hvat(‘))),, = A,.h+n,ctj, u E Ua2ctj-n (n > 0). 
Let B = Ona0 B, be a graded ring and let T= BncZ T,,, S = @nsHSn be 
graded B-modules. Then there is a canonical B,-isomorphism TaBoS ;t 
0 n,msZ (T,, Be, S,). Denoting the canonical projection T OS, S + T Be S 
by z, we have the following well-known fact: 
T ae S is a graded B-module, graded by 
(T Og s), = c NT, Oe, s,> (t E Z). 
n+m=t 
(54 
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The A,,,-isomorphism A E @:;d A(h3s) induces-for each graded A,,,- 
module U = BnEL U,-a canonical A,,, isomorphism 
h-l 
A @A,,, 
Ur @ A(hqs) @A,h, U. 
S=O 
(5.3) 
Let t E Z. By means of the above isomorphism we may define the 
following A,-submodule of A aA,,, U: 
(A @A,,, u>, = (A (h,t-‘r’r’r) q, qt,r,. 
([t/h] is the unique integer u for which there is an s E {O,..., h - 1) with 
t = hu + s.) The map a: Z -+ {O,..., h - 1) x Z, defined by a(t) = (al(t) = 
r - [tlhlk a*(t) = [t/hi), is a bijection. To verify our claim we obviously 
may restrict ourselves to the case where x = y @ u. Then it follows ox = 
w@ u -“h+a,(l)+m @ UazcIl -“. Noticing the obvious relations 
al(v +Pu> = al(y) + a1011 - b(alW + G4), 
a& + P) = a&> + dd + adad4 + 44) 
we get 
nh + a,(t) + m = (n + al(m) + a2(al(m) + a,(t)))h + a,(m + t). 
So we get 
5 (A (h.al(m+W @A,*) u) a2(m)+n2(l)+a2(ol(m)+~l(f)) 
= (A (h’al(m+t)) @A<*, U)az(m+t) = (A @A,,, u>m+,* 
Now let @U,, -+;Po, @V, be a graded A,,, -homomorphism. Then id, aA,,, (D 
maps A, @ U, (GA OA,,, v) to A, @ V, (~4 @A,h) I’). So it is clear that 
idA @A,,, v, respects the graduation (A Bach, U). 
-So A aA,, . 
Let B= 6 
induces a functor gr modACh) -+gr mod,. 
n>O B, be a graded ring and let M+” N be a morphism of 
gr mod,. For each t E Z we consider the t-shifts M[t], N[t] and q[t] defined, 
respectively, by (M[tL = M(+,,, (Ntl), = Nt+,, (dtl), = v)~+,, (nE z>. 
According to the previous considerations we have for each s E 
{O,..., h - 1 }: (tA @Achj u>[-‘l) (h’s) = @nez ((A @A(*, u)[-sl)h,+, = @ncz 
(A @A,,, %, = @ncz (A(hvul(hn)) @A(,) U)nz(hn) = @nez Wh*‘) @A,,, u), = 
BneL U,, = U. The same argument holds for q. So we have 
((A OA,,, .)[--s])(~*~) = . (Vs E IO,..., h - l}). (5.4) 
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(5.5) LEMMA. Let M= @ nE z M, be a graded A-module and let J G A be 
a homogeneous ideal. Then we have TJ(M)(hVS) = r,, ,h, (MfhVs)). 
Proo$ As A is noetherian, J is finitely generated. So J and (Jn A&A 
coincide in large degrees. Both ideals obviously coincide in degree 0. So we 
have \/J = dm, thus 
From this our statement is clear. 
(5.6) COROLLARY. Let M= @ nsh M, be a graded A-module and let 
J c A be a homogeneous ideal. Then, for all i > 0, we have H$(M)‘hqS’ g 
H;~,C#4’h*S’). 
Proof: According h [2, (2.13)] there is an exact sequence of graded A- 
modules 
O-M -Eo-E, + . . . (0) 
such that H{(E,) = 0, Vj > 0, Vk > 0 and such that E, is injective in 
gr mod,. Moreover we have H#f) = H,(I’,(E.)). Using the exactness of 
.(h~s) and (5.5) we get Hi(M) VW) = Hi(&(E.)(hVS)) = Hi(T, nAtIjf’:;8)‘,). On 
the other hand, there is also an exact sequence 0 --t M+Co;S E, J +CoJ 
,@.s) --f +.. in grmod, . 
eafch j > 0 and each k $0: 
Using (5.1) and \/ = d%A we have for 
thus Hj JnA,,,(Ef’3S)) = 0. So, the preceding sequence is an acyclic resolution 
of M(h*s) for the functors HJA,h,. This induces 
HinAo,(MchqS)) =Hi(rJna,,,(E.‘h3”‘)>. 
Now we get our result as an immediate consequence of the first half of 
this proof. 
(5.7) COROLLARY. Under the hypotheses of (5.6) and for a fixed i and 
fixed ho > s we have equivalence between 
(i) (Hi(M)),, = 0, fir all n with 1 n - s/ E {0, ho, ho + l,... }, 
(ii) H&A,,,(M(h’S)) = 0, Vh > ho, 
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(5.8) COROLLARY. Keep the hypotheses of (5.6) and fix g, h,. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) (H@4)), = 0 for all i < g and all n with InI E (0, h,, h, + l,...}, 
09 g(JnAch,, M’h*o’) > g, Vh > ho. 
(5.9) COROLLARY. Let (Ao, m,) be local and let m = m, @A, @ ... EA 
be the homogeneous maximal ideal of A. Fix ho. Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
(9 WSW), = 0, f or all i < dim(M) and all n with ( n 1 E (0, ho, 
ho + l,...}, 
(ii) M(h30) is CA4 for all h > ho. 
(5.10) PROPOSITION. Let (R, m) be local M a finitely generated R- 
module and let 0 < t < e,(M), h E N. Let x, ,..., x, E m be a pS-sequence with 
respect to M and put t’ = max(t, depth(M)), Z= (x,,..., xJ. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) Z$(M)=OforiE{O ,..., t-l}-{1 ,..., h}, 
(ii) g(m(ZQ !X(Zh, M)) > t’. 
Proof (i) =F (ii) By (2.3)(i) it holds H$,,(%(Z, M)), = 0 for all i < t’ and 
all n with 1 nl E {0, h, h + l,... }. Now we conclude by (5.8) as R(Zh, M) = 
qz, MpO’ and m(Z) n R(Zh) = m(Z”). 
(ii) 3 (i) By (5.6) we have H$,,(%(Z, M))‘h,o’ = H’,(,,,(R(Z*, M)) = 0 
for i < t’. By (2.3)(i) it follows that H#4) = 0 for i E {O,..., t’ - 1) - 
{l,..., h}. 
(5.11) COROLLARY. Let R, M, Z and t’ be as in (5.10). Then, for all 
h > t - 1, g(m(Zh), %(Zh, a)) > t’. 
(5.12) COROLLARY. Let (R, m) be such that e,(R) = d = dim(R) > 0. 
Let x, ,..., xd E m be a pS-sequence with respect to R, Z = (x, ,..., xd). Then, 
for each h > d - 1, %(l”) is CM. 
(5.13) PROPOSITION. Let (R, m) be local, h4 a finitely generated R- 
module, 0 < r < e,,,(M), h E N and let x1,..., x,. be a pS+-sequence with 
respect to M. Put L = (x ,,..., xr), r’ = max(r + 1, depth(D,,,(M)). Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) h > r - 1 or h < r - 1 and Hi(M) = Ofor i E {h + 2,..., r}, 
(ii) g(m(Lh), Bm(Lh, M)) > r’. 
Proof Completely analogous to (5.10), using (4.1) instead of (2.3). 
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(5.14) COROLLARY. Let R, M, L and r’ be as in (5.13). Then for all 
h > r - I, 1 we have g(m(L*), a,,,(L”, M)) > r’. 
(5.15) COROLLARY. Let (R, m) be such that e,(R) = d = dim(R) > 1. 
Let x, ,..., xd-, E m be a pS +-sequence with respect to R and put L = 
(X , ,-**, xdml). Then, for each h > d - 2, 1, we have %(D,(L)“, D,,,(R)) = 
3,,,(Lh, R) is CM. 
We conclude this section with two easy lemmas, which shall be useful in 
the next section. 
(5.16) LEMMA (cf. [ 12, (5.13)]). Let M be a finitely generated graded A- 
module. Put X = Proj(A), X,,, = Proj(A,,,). Then: 
(i) The induced morphism (p,, : X -+ X,,, is an isomorphism. 
(ii) Under qh, the X-sheaf M”(s) = M[s]” corresponds to the X,,,- 
sheaf(M’h,“‘)“. 
Proof Let f E A ,. Then an easy calculation shows that ((M[s]),)~ = 
((M’h,S))lh),,. Choose s = 0, M = A. Then we get (Ar),, = ((A,,,),,),. Notice 
that the open sets IJrs X (f E A) define an afftne covering of X and that 
r(D., = Pi ’ (Ofh cx,), 6,) = (A,), > r(Dfh, ?k,*,) = ((A,,,),),. 
As ACh, + A is finite, ph is onto and it holds obviously rph(Df) = Dfh. So the 
sets Dfh form an afftne covering of X,,,. Therefore (i) is clear. (ii) follows 
immediately by 
r(‘P’k’(Dfh)> M[s]“) = (@‘f[S]>,>o = ((“(h’s))f,,)O = r(D,,, (M(h’s))-). 
(5.17) COROLLARY. Let M be as above. Then we have M-CM- 
(M(h,o))- CM. 
Proof Clear by (5.16). 
6. SOME APPLICATIONS 
a. Veronese Embeddings and Buchsbaum-Singularities 
(6.1) PROPOSITION. Let (R, m) be a local noetherian ring and let M be a 
finitely generated R-module of dimension d > 1. Let h E N. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) M is a B-module and it holds Hi(M) = 0 for Vi E {O,..., d - 1 } - 
( I,..., h}. 
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(ii) For each s.o.p. x, ,..., xd E m it holds wit, I = (xl ,..., xd): %(Zh, M) 
is CM over VI(Zh). 
Proof: (i) * (ii) If M is a B-module, each so 3. x ,,..., xd E m with 
respect o M is a pS-sequence with respect o M. Now t te conclusion follows 
by (5.10). 
(ii) 3 (i) We first show that Z,,,(M) = Hi(M) = 0. As Z’,,,(M) is 
annihilated by a power of m, there is a s.o.p. x, ,..., xd with respect o M with 
IT,,,(M) = 0. So we have ZhZ,,,(M) = 0, thus [Z,(M)],, . (Zh)* = 0 in %(Zh, M). 
It follows that 0 = H&,,)(%(Zh, M)) = [T,,,(M)],, and our claim is proved. 
As !K(Zh, M)” = (‘%(I, M)‘h,o’)- ’ IS CM over Proj(31(Zh)) = Proj(%(Z),,,), it 
follows by (5.17) that %(Z,M)- is CM over Proj(!iI(Z)) for each s.o.p. 
x, )...) Xd . So, M is a B-module [3, (6.6)]. 
Finally, choose x, ,..., xd as a s.o.p. Then x ,,..., xd is a pS-sequence. Now 
we finish the proof by (5.10). 
(6.2) COROLLARY. Let (R, m) be local, M a finitely generated R-module 
of dimension d > 0 and of depth > 0. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) M is a B-module. 
(ii) There is a h < d such that for each s.o.p. X, ,..., xd E m with 
respect to M it holds with Z = (x, ,..., xd): %(Z”, M) is CM over m(Z”). 
(iii) For each s.o.p. x, ,..., xd with respect to M there is a v E N such 
that, with Z = (x, ,..., xd), ‘%(I”, M) is CM over %(Z*‘). 
Proof: (i) u (ii) Clear by (6.1) (we may choose h = d - 1). 
(ii) tj (iii) Trivial. 
(iii) o (i) (iii) states that (%(Z, M)‘“90’)- is CM over Proj(!R(Z),,,,) for 
each I. So-by (5.16~%(I, M) - is CM over Proj (R(Z)) for each I. So we 
conclude by [3, (6.6)J. Using (6.1) we get immediately 
(6.3) Complement. In the notations of (6.2) it holds 
(i) min{u}=max{~~O<~<d,H’,(M)#O}=:ho. 
(ii) !R(Zh, M) is CM for all h > ho. 
b. Arithmetic Depths 
(6.4) PROPOSITION. Let (R, m) be local and let x, ,..., x1 E m be a pS- 
sequence with respect to M(0 < t < e,,,(M)). Let I= (xl ,..., x,), ho = 
max{t IO < e < t, H’,(M) f O}. Let 6,,h,, be the arithmetic depth g(m(Zh), 
R(Zh, M) of the Proj(%(Zh))-sheaf %(Zh, M)-. Then 
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6) 6 t,h,M = 0 if depth(M) = 0. 
(ii) If depth(M) = 1, S,,,,, is given by the following table: 
t= 1 t> 1 
O<h<h, 2 min(t, depth(D,(M))) + 1 
h aho 2 t+1 
(iii) Zf depth(M) > 1, a,,,,, is given by 
I t=1 I> 1 
O<h<h, depth(M) + 1 depth(M) + 1 
h > ho depth(M) + 1 max(t, depth(M)) + 1 
Proof: (i) Clear as [T,(M)], c T,,,,(%(I”, M)). 
(ii) Let t = 1. Then x1 is M-regular and so !X(rh,M) z R[X] $JR M 
allows one to conclude. So, let t > 1. If h > h, (5.10) shows that Bt,h,M > t. 
By (2.3) we also know that t + 1 = e,,,,(%(1, M)) so it suffices to show that 
e,(,h)(WZh, M)) = e ,&X(1, M)), to settle the case h > h,. So we must show 
that e m(r~n91~1~,,,PW9 Wh*O’) = emdWZ~ MN. 
We prove the following, more general result: 
(6.5) LEMMA. Let A = Ona0 A,, be a noetherian graded ring such that 
(Ao, m,) is local and such that A = A,[A,]. Let M be a finitely generated 
graded A-module and let h E N. Then e,(M) = emna,n,(M(h*o)), where m 
stands for the homogeneous maximal ideal m, @ A, @ . . . of A. 
For the proof of this lemma write A’ =a, aa A, m’ = mA’, M’ = 
a, @A. Then Hk,(M’) = A’ aa H:(M) and Hk,nai,,(M’(h*o)) = A;,, @ 
Hi ,nA~h,(M’h~o’), together with the faithful flatness of the homomorphisms 
A -+A’, Ao,‘A;,, show that we may replace A, M by A’, M’, thus assume 
that A, is complete. So, we may assume that A is a homomorphic image of a 
regular ring. Now, put Y = Spec(A) - {m}, Y,,, = Spec(Ao,) - {m n Ao,} 
and let .F, resp. S7;hj, be the Y-sheaf induced on Y by M, resp. the Y,,,-sheaf 
induced by Mthqo). B y the finiteness theorem for local cohomology we 
have e,(M) = min{depth(M,) + dim(R/p) 1 m E Spec(A) - {m}} = 1 + 
min{depth(FX) + dim({Z}) 1 x E Y} =: u. 
e ,nAth,(M(hqo)) = 1 + min{depth((q;,,),,) + dim({?}) / x’ E Y(,,)} 
=: u(h). 
According to (5.16) the canonical map A,,, --ra A and it4’h,o’ 4 M induce 
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isomorphisms X = Proj(A) z°Ch) Proj(A (,,)) = X,,, and M- + (M’h.o’). So a 
and p also must induce isomorphisms of the “punctured projecting cones” 
over X and X,,--Y;tV Y (,,,-and of the corresponding sheafs--,F z ,qh). So 
we have u = Us,,). 
Now we conclude the proof of (6.4)(ii). It remains to treat the case t > 1, 
h < ho. 
Using (5.6) we 
the second module 
get H$,hJ(%(Zh, M) = #,,,,,(%(I, M))‘h,o’. So, by (2.3)(i) 
vanishes if i < I, min{j > 1 1 EZj,(M) # 0) = depth@,,,(M)). 
If t < depth(D,(M)) we have by (2.3)(ii) g(m(Zh), +(Zh, M) < e,,,(%(Z”, M)) 
=e ,(,,Pvz~ Ml) = max(depth(kf), t) + 1 = t + 1. So we have g(m(Z*), 
%(Z*, M)) = t + 1 = min(t, depth(D,(M)) + 1. If t > depth(D,(M)) we see by 
(2.3)(i) that H&,,(%(Zh, M)), = H&,,(Yl(Z, M)(hVo))l = H’,i ‘(M) # 0 for 
depth (D,(M)). S o we get the requested equality. 
The case t = 1 is clear as previously. So let t > 1. Assume first that 
h < ho. Then we conclude literally in the same way as in the proof of (ii), 
using that M = D,(M). 
Now, let h > ho. Then again we use (5.10) to see that 6,,,,,, = max(t, 
depth(M)) + 1. By (2.3)(i) the right-hand expression equals e,,,(31(Z, M)). 
By (6.5) we get therefore a,,,,,, Q e,~l,,~(91(Zh, M)) = e,,,,(%(Z, M)) = max(t, 
depth(M)) + 1. 
Now, one proves completely analogously (using (5.13) instead of (5.10) 
and (4.1) instead of (2.3)) that the following result holds: 
(6.6) PROPOSITION. Let (R, m) and M be as in (6.4). Let x, ,..., x, E m 
(0 < r < e,(M)) be a pS+-sequence with respect to M. Let L = (x, ,..., x,) 
and let h, = max{e ( 0 <t < I, H’,+‘(M) # 0). Then the arithmetic depth 
6’ r,h,m = g(m(Lh), R(Lh, M)) of the Proj(%(Lh))-sheaf R(L”, M) is given by 
6 
depth(Q,,(~)) + 1, if h < ho, 
r,h,M = 
I max(depth(D,(M)), r + 1) + 1, ifh>h,. 
c. 3),(L, R) for Generic L 
(6.7) LEMMA. Let (R, m) be noetherian and local. Let r < d := dim(R) 
and let f E m - UpsMin(R) ,, such that the open set Spec(Rf) = Spec(R) - 
V(jR) belongs to the non-singular locus Reg(R) of Spec(R). Let q s m be m- 
primary. Then there are elements x1,..., x, E q, which form a f-regular 
sequence and such that for all p E Min(R/(x,,..., x,)) it holds 
(x ,,..., xr)R, = PR,, bet(p) = r (thus p E Reg(R)). 
Proof. For r = 0 the result is clear as Min(R) E Spec(R)fc Reg(R) 
implies pR, = 0, Vp E Min(R). So let r > 0 and put Min(R/fR)U 
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(Ass(R) - {ml) = {Pi,..., P,}. We have pi E Spec(R) - {m} = 
Spec(R) - V(q). So, by [6, (3.1)], there is a x, E q - p1 U ... U ps such that 
Reg(R/x,R) 1 Reg(R) n V(x,R)n (Spec(R) - V(q)) 1 (Spec(R),- {tn}) n 
V(x,R) = V(x, R) - Spec(R)f = Spec(R/x,R),. x1 6$ lJ pj implies that 
Min(R/x,R)n Min(R/fR) = @; so we have f 6 UpcMin(R,x,Rj p . x, 6? lJ pj 
also shows that x1 is f-regular with respect o R. 
Therefore R/x, R, q/x, R and f mod x, R satisfy again our hypothesis-but 
with d - 1 instead of d. So by induction we find elements xz ,..., x, E q such 
that x2 ,..., x, are an f-regular sequence with respect o R/x,R and such that 
for all minimal primes &i of (x2,..., x,)R/x, R we have @(R/x, R)e= 
(x 2 ,..., x,)(R/x,R)~, hr(@) = r - 1. Clearly we have ht(x, ,..., x,) = r. If p E 
Min(R/(x, ,..., x,)), @ = p/x, R is a minimal prime of (x2 ,..., x,)R/x, R. So it 
holds (x ,,..., x,.)R, = pR,. 
(6.8) COROLLARY. Let (R, m) be local and let r < e,(R). Assume that 
Reg(R) contains an open set U, which satisJies Min(R) c U. Then there is a 
pS +-sequence x, ,..., x, such that for all p E Min(R/(x,,..., x,)) it holds 
ht(p) = r, (x1 ,..., xr)R, = pR,. If Spec(R) - {m} is CM, it moreover holds 
Uj((xl Y**Y x,) : m’), = d/(x, ,..., x,). 
Proof: For the existence of x,,..., x, choose q c m as an m-primary ideal 
such that each f-regular sequence x, ,..., x,,,,(~) in q becomes a Sf-sequence 
(see Section 2). Then apply (2.2)(i) and (6.7). In particular we have 
dm = nP p = nP (R n pR,) = n, R n (x1 ,..., x,)Rp, where p runs 
through Min(R/(x, ,..., x,)). If Spec(R) - {m} is CM, the f-sequence property 
of x 1 ,..., x, induces that Min(R/(x, ,..., x,)) = Ass(R/(x, ,..., xr)) - {m}. So we 
have d-j = Uj ((x, ,..., x,.) : ml), . 
(6.9) Remark. If x, ,..., x, has the properties stated in (6.7), we say that 
L = (Xl )...) x,) is generically a complete intersection (of pure codimension r). 
This holds in fact for a generic pS+-sequence. To be precise, let R be the 
local ring of an algebraic k-variety V in a point p: R = @V,P. Let v E N, and 
let U E V be an open afine neighbourhood of p. Letf, ,..., f, E T(U, &) such 
that f, ,..., f, vanish of order <v in p. Let x1,..., x, be the germs 
f, * lR,“‘, f, * 1, corresponding to f, ,..., f,. Then, if f, ,..., f, are in general 
position, x, ,..., x, is a pf-sequence. If only v is large enough, they also are a 
pS +-sequence. On the other hand, L = (x , ,..., x,) also is a generic complete 
intersection if f, ,..., f, are in general position [6]. 
So we say that x1,..., x, E R is a genericpS’-sequence if L = (x, ,..., x,) is 
a generic complete intersection, or equivalently, if lJj (L : m’), is a generic 
complete intersection or-also equivalently-if D,(L) c D,,,(R) has this 
property. If Spec(R) - {m} is CM, this means exactly that the irreducible 
components of W = V(f,,..., f,) c U all have the singular locus of U. In 
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particular if p is an isolated Buchsbaum-singularity, each s.o.p. X, ,..., x, is a 
generic complete intersection. 
More generally each excellent reduced local ring has generic psi- 
sequences of length e,,,(R) - 1. 
(6.10) LEMMA. Let p, ,..., ps E Reg(R) such that ht(pj) = h > 1 
(j = l,..., s). Put J= nj pj, and assume that J is normally torsion-free. Then 
(i) Gr(J) is reduced. 
(ii) If R is normal, so is ‘3(J). 
(iii) Let qpJ :B&(J) + Spec(R) be the canonical morphism. Then (Nor 
stands for the normal locus): 
(a) Nor(Bl,(J)) 2 cpJ1 (Nor(R)). 
(b) leg%) 2 rp; ‘(R%(R) - v(J)) U Uj= 1 (P.Y ‘(Pj>* 
Proof: Put S = R - lJs= i pj. For each index j there exist elements 
Yl,j,***, Yh,j E R such that Y,,j E Pj - ((~5, Yl,j,--., Yi-,,j)RpinR)U Utzj Pt 
(i = l,..., h). Put xi = ns=, Y,,~. Then pjRp. = (xi ,..., x~)~.E J, = pjRPj shows 
that JR, = (xl ,..., xh)Rpj for j = l,..., d. F&t iii= pj’X(Jj,,jn%(J). AS J,= 
(x I,..., x,Jp. = P .R , x1 ,..., x,, form a regular sequence with respect o R p,. So 
the canonical :s&orphism R,/pjR,[X 1 ,..., X,,] -+ Gr(PjR,) = Gr(Jf pi> = 
%(J),/J%(J), = fl(J),/Pjm(J), (sending Xi to XT mod Pjm(J),.) is an 
isomorphism. So, in particular pj!X(J), is prime, thus the same holds for i)i. 
As P~%(J)~~ = J3(J),j we have S-‘J%(J) n ‘3(J) = n;=, pj%(J),n S(J) = 
n&, fij. As J is normally torsion-free, we have S c reg(Gr(J)) = 
!M(J)/JYR(J). It follows that J%(J) = n,. pj%(J),=J!N(J), shows also that 
Min(Gr(J)) = { 6, ,..., @,}. In particular we have proved (i). 
Now let q E Spec(%(J)), p = q r‘l R. If p &J, there is an isomorphism 
3(J), = R[T], which shows that %1(J) is normal, resp. regular if R, is. Next, 
assume that p = pj for an index j and that q is essential. Then m(J),= 
%(pjRpj) and the regularity of Bl~~~(p~Rr~) shows that m(J), is regular. So we 
have shown (iii)(b), and it remains to show (ii) (as (iii)(a) is an obvious 
consequence of (ii)). 
So, let R be normal. We want to show, that s(J) satisfies the Serre- 
properties R, and S,. For the first statement we have to show that-in the 
previous notations--31(J), is regular if ht(q) < 1. But ht(q) < 1 shows that 
either p 3 J or that q = ej for an appropriate j. In the first case we conclude 
by the above argument from the normality of R,. In the second case, q is 
essential, and we conclude again by the previous remarks. 
So it remains to show that ‘3(J) satisfies S,. So, assume that ht(q) > 1. 
We have to show that depth@(J),) > 1. If p $ J this is clear from the 
normality of m(J),. If p = pj for an index j, this follows, as ‘B(J),= 
R(PjRpi> = ~t((Xl,--*~ x,)R,,) is a CM-ring (use the fact that R pj is CM and 
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that x i,..., x, form a regular sequence and apply (6.4)). So it remains to 
consider the case where p 2 J, ht(p/J) > 0. As ht(p) > 2, the normality of R 
shows that pR, contains a regular sequence of length 2. So II; = 
II; = 0, thus D&R,) = R,. It follows-as J is normally torsion- 
free-that D&J,“> = U, <J;: P%,~(R~) = U, <J’d: P%+ = J;, thus that 
Zj’RK)) = On>,, D&J,“> = YJ,>, ’ NJ,)) = 
,cslcJ,,,(%(J,)) = 0, thus depth(%(J),) T&p:;& !I$~) > ?““” 
(6.11) COROLLARY. Let (R, m) be local and let x1 ,..., x, E m (0 < r < 
e,,,(R)) be a generic pSt -sequence. Put L = (xl ,..., xr). Then D,,,(L) = m = 
dm. Moreover: 
(i) Gr,(L, R) = Gr(dLm, D,,,(R)) and Gr(m) are reduced. 
(ii) If D,,,(R) is normal (which is equivalent to the normality of 
Spec(R) - {m}), a,(L, R) = ‘%(dm, D,,,(R)) is normal and integral 
over s(L). So Proj(3),(L, R)) is the normulisution of Proj(%(L)). 
(iii) If R is normal, 3(&) is the integral closure of 8(L). 
ProoJ D,,,(L) = m = \/LD,o is clear by (6.8) and (3.5). By (3.8) 
D,(L) is normally torsion-free (as ideal of R as well as ideal of D,,,(R)). By 
(3.3) the equalities occurring in (i) and (ii) are clear. Moreover, as D,,,(R) 
and R coincide on the punctured spectrum of R, it is clear that D,,,(R) (which 
is of depth > 1) is normal iff Nor(R) I> Spec(R) - (m}. Now (i) and (ii) are 
clear by (6.10). (iii) is clear by (ii) as the normality of R induces 
depth(R) > 1 (dim(R) > e,,,(R) > l), thus D,,,(R) = R. 
(6.12) COROLLARY. Let (R, m) be a normal domain, with dim(R) = d = 
e,,,(R) > 1. Let x ,,..., xd-, E m be a generic pSt -sequence and put L = 
(x ,,..., xdel). Let h, be as in (6.6). Then: 
(i) BIR(\/Zh) is arithmetically normal and a CM-scheme for all 
hE N. 
(ii) BIR(fih) is arithmetically CM zflh > h, , 
(iii) Reg(BI,(\/Zh)) 2 rpd,(Reg(R)), where (D: BIR(Gh) -+ Spec(R) 
is cunonic. 
Proof. By (6.11) %(fi) is normal. By (6.11) and (4.1)(i) Bl(&h) is 
CM for all h. By (6.6) !II($) is arithmetically CM iff h > h,. So it remains 
to show that YI(\/l;) is normal for all h. First we show that ‘%(fi) is S,. 
So, let q be a prime of YI(fi”) which is of height > 1. Then there is a 
unique prime q’ of %(\/E) lying over q. (Indeed, each prime q’ over q 
satisfies q IN c q%(fi), as each generator of q’ has a power which lies in 
!tI(&“).) By the first theorem of Cohen-Seidenberg it follows that 
ht(q%(fi)) = ht(q’ = q%(G)) > 1. So, as ‘%1(G) is S,, q contains a 
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sequence x, y which is regular with respect o Y(G). As !.X(&“) is a direct 
summand of VI(@), x, y is also regular with respect to %(&“). This 
proves the S,-property. To verify the RI-property of %(&“) choose q of 
height 1. Put p = q n R. If p $ $h, %(&h) E R[X] gives our result. If 
p 2 \/Zh we may not have (&“)* c q (as otherwise Y,,((&“),) would be 
of dimension 1, which is impossible). So q is essential. But now we may 
conclude by %(@“), z !R(&),,, an isomorphism which follows from 
(5.16). 
To illustrate this result let V be an irreducible k-variety, let p E V, assume 
that V- {p) is smooth and that p is a Buchsbaum-singularity. Let W be a 
curve in V which passes through p. Assume that W - {p} is smooth and let 
9 c & be the ideal of sections vanishing at W. Assume that there is an 
open affine neighbourhood U of p such that Y Iup ,p1 = 0 is a “global complete 
intersection” (e.g., there are elements f, ,..., fd- I E T(U, &) (d = dim V) such 
that r(ir, Y) = (fi ,..., fd- ,) r(o, &). Consider the blow-up Bly( IV) +(pI V of 
V at W. Then Bly(W) is CM with Reg(Bl,(W)) 3 rp;‘(V- (p}). To see this 
put L = (xi ,..., xd- i), where xi E @V,p = R is the germ offi. Then @ = 5$. 
As V- {p} is smooth, Yq is a generic complete intersection for all q E W. 
As W- {p} is smooth it follows that o;‘(V- {p)) c Reg(Bl,(W)). As p is 
a B-singularity, x, ,..., xd- i is a pS%equence. So the CM property of 
Bly( IV) as well as its arithmetic normality follow by (6.12). 
Finally, let I/ be an irreducible normal variety which contains only finitely 
many non CM-points, say, p, ,..., pn. Let dim(V) = d. Then e(eV,,J = d for 
i = l,..., h. So there is a v such that for each i < h each s.o.p. x, ,..., xd-, of 
Ri := @“*pi has the pS-property as soon as it is contained in my, where 
m, = mV,pi is the maximal ideal of @V;.pi. Now, let Y c OV be a locally 
complete intersection of pure dimension 1 and such that Li := Ypi c my. 
Assume moreover that (p), = Y* for all q # p, ,..., p,. Then BIV(W) is 
CM and arithmetically normal. To see this note that BlJW’) = 
WPW)). fl= yq (4 # Pi) and the fact that Li is generated by a 
generic pS’-sequence (this also follows from (p(, = Yq (q # pi)) show 
that @ is normally torsion-free. So the arithmetic normality of Bl,,( W) is 
clear from (6.11). The CM property follows by (6.12). (6.12) also shows 
that &i(Reg( V)) c reg(BI,( IV)), if only all q E W - Reg( V) are nonsingular 
on W. Finally, if dim(V) = 3, Blr,(w> is even arithmetically CM, a fact 
which follows easily by (6.12)(ii). 
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